
SOFIA: Nicko Ventsislav is part of an unprecedent-
ed phenomenon: one of the six Bulgarians who
chose to return home last year for everyone who left.
The 29-year-old joins returning emigres who have
been pushed back in part by coronavirus-induced
economic downturns and job losses in their adopted
countries, and pulled back in part by lower costs and
a better lifestyle in the land of their birth.

In the search for a silver lining from the pandemic,
that’s led some in Bulgaria to hope that the flood of
returning emigrants may help stem the country’s
chronic population decline. Bulgaria’s population
began to fall in 1989, the year its communist regime
collapsed. It peaked at around nine million and has
since shrunk each year to seven million people by
2019, according to World Bank estimates.

Ventsislav was part of that drain, leaving the for-
mer Soviet bloc country and now-European Union
member almost a decade ago. But after losing his
job at Nice airport in southeastern France at the
start of the pandemic, Ventsislav’s focus returned to
his homeland.

“On the 70th day of lockdown in France, I started
to browse job adverts” back home, he said. He was
lured by an offer from Telus International Bulgaria, a
business process outsourcing company that targets
potential returnees. They paid for his plane ticket
and offered him 5,000 leva (2,550 euros, $3,040) to
help him relocate.

Pandemic a ‘big boost’
Since 2017, Telus has brought back about 150

young Bulgarians, says General Manager Kristina
Ivanova, adding that the pandemic gave their
efforts a big boost. Even though life is getting back
to normal across Europe, Ventsislav says he plans
to “stay home”.

“I have a permanent contract; I found an apart-
ment, hobbies and entertainment are cheaper here
so at the end of the month I have more money left
than I would in France,” he says. Desislava
Nikolova, a 38-year-old project manager at French
sporting goods retailer Decathlon, has been tele-
working since last spring and spending most of her
time in Bulgaria.

“I get a (Western) European salary that I spend
in Bulgaria where... prices are much lower than those
in Europe. This is the ideal combination,” she says,
while juggling work tasks on her laptop at a cafe in
downtown Sofia. She says she decided to come back
to spend more time with her family and friends, as
Bulgaria was never subjected to a strict lockdown.
“In France we couldn’t even go to the hairdresser’s,
but here things haven’t closed at all,” she says.

‘Live in a bubble’
And even if she doesn’t return to Bulgaria perma-

nently, she says she would love to be able to spend
at least half the year in the country. “We live in a
bubble in Bulgaria-easy access to the sea and the
mountains, good balance between work and leisure,”
says Hristo Boyadzhiev, chief of the Tuk-Tam
(“Here-There”) non-profit group that helps
returnees to reintegrate in Bulgaria.

Still, it’s not all plain sailing. Several people
weighing up a return complained to AFP about red
tape, corruption, bad management and workplace
ethics. Others have grown used to more global
lifestyles. 

After a year of teleworking from Sofia, Mariya
Peykova, 32, plans to return soon to her finance job
in Paris. “I miss the city with its bike lanes, its beauty
and cosmopolitan character,” she says.

For Pascal Zhelezov, it was hard to re-adapt to

the mindset he found on his return after 14 years in
the United States. Zhelezov says he felt “astounded
by the pessimism, even nihilism” he found among his
compatriots, not to mention the widespread belief in
conspiracy theories.

Many of the returnees took part in anti-corrup-
tion protests that swept Bulgaria last year, decrying
the perceived arrogance and venality of the political
elite. A recent report for the United Nations
Population Fund mentions the opportunity for
countries in the region to “retain at least some
returnees” as a result of the pandemic, pointing to
the value they bring in terms of “experience and
connections to global networks and markets”. But

Tomcho Tomov from the Bulgarian Chamber of
Commerce estimates that most of the pandemic
returnees have already left again.

“The majority of companies have failed to jump at
this opportunity despite the labor shortage, because
of the uncompetitive salaries,” he says. In an effort to
maintain the momentum of returnees to Bulgaria,
two television channels tell the success stories of
those who have come home in the hope of inspiring
others to follow suit.

“Life abroad weighs you down: you make money,
but you don’t have time to spend it,” says Petya
Kertikova, who lived in the US before returning to
host the TV show “The Returnees”.
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Returning emigrants may halt country’s chronic population decline

COVID returnees give Bulgaria 
hope of stemming the exodus

Tigray rebels 
vow to drive 
out ‘enemies’ 
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia: Dissident leaders
in Ethiopia’s war-hit Tigray have vowed to
drive out “enemies” from the region, suggest-
ing fighting will continue despite a federal
government ceasefire declaration. Prime
Minister Abiy Ahmed sent troops into Tigray
last November to oust the northern region’s
former ruling party, the Tigray People’s
Liberation Front (TPLF).

He said the move came in response to TPLF
attacks on federal army camps, and promised
that victory would be swift. But almost eight
months on, the operation suffered a serious
blow when rebels known as the Tigray
Defence Forces (TDF) entered the regional
capital Mekele on Monday, prompting cele-
brations in the streets as federal soldiers and
members of an Abiy-appointed interim
regional government fled.

Abiy’s government then announced
Monday night it was declaring a “unilateral
ceasefire,” though there was no immediate
response from the TDF.

A statement overnight from Tigray’s pre-
war government hailed the TDF advances and
said Mekele was fully under its control. “The
government of Tigray calls upon our people
and army of Tigray to intensify their struggle
until our enemies completely leave Tigray,” the
statement said.

Rebels march on 
Communications appeared to be cut

throughout the region on Tuesday, making it
difficult to verify reports of troop movements.
The International Crisis Group, a conflict pre-
vention organization, said the TDF was “now
in control of most of the region, including
major towns.” A UN official briefed on the
security situation yesterday that Ethiopian
troops and their Eritrean allies had fled the
town of Shire, about 140 kilometers (87 miles)
northwest of Mekele, sparking further street
celebrations.

“The population has taken to the streets in
droves. Huge crowds line the main routes and
movement is somewhat difficult,” read a UN
security assessment distributed yesterday
afternoon. It said Ethiopian and Eritrean
checkpoints had been vacated, and represen-
tatives of Tigray’s Abiy-appointed interim
government had also fled.

Shire is home to hundreds of thousands of
displaced Tigrayans, and the assessment noted
that humanitarian operations continued even
after four vehicles carrying TDF fighters
arrived from the east before noon. More TDF
fighters were expected to reach Shire later in
the afternoon and evening.

For months the TDF did not hold any major
cities and towns, but its leaders have repeat-
edly boasted that they were regrouping in
remote rural areas. Its recent gains come
about a week after it launched a major offen-
sive that coincided with Ethiopia’s highly
anticipated national elections.

The brutal war in Tigray has been marked
by massacres, widespread sexual violence and
other abuses. — AFP

SOFIA: Nicko Ventsislav, 29, talks to a colleague at an office in Sofia. The year Bulgaria ended communist rule in
1990, the country’s nine million population shrank by about 200,000 - and has continued to drop each year
since then, sliding to 7 million people in 2019. —AFP 

ISTANBUL: Dozens of reporters in
Istanbul and Ankara rallied yesterday
demanding protection from the police
following the violent arrest of an AFP
photographer during a banned
Istanbul Pride event.

Award-winning photographer
Bulent Kilic filed a “violent arrest”
complaint against police officers who
pinned him to the ground with their
legs against his neck and back while
he was covering the march on
Saturday. He was released without
charges after being taken to a police
station for questioning. Dozens of
Pride event protesters were also
briefly detained.

AFP chief executive Fabrice Fries
“strongly protested” the incident in a
letter urging Turkish officials to
“swiftly investigate this incident and
take the necessary measures so that
the involved officers are held
accountable”. Dozens of journalists

rallied near the Istanbul governor’s
mansion yesterday holding photos of
Kilic’s head pinned to the ground and
signs saying: “We can’t breathe”.

“Press freedoms cannot be
silenced,” they chanted while some
hung their cameras to the fence sur-
rounding the governor’s mansion in
protest. Many reporters in Turkey
have drawn parallels between the
manner of Kilic’s arrest and the killing
of African American George Floyd by
white police officers last year.

Similar slogans rang out during an
unsanctioned event attended by
dozens of reporters in a park in the
Turkish capital Ankara. “Our col-
leagues face violence for simply doing
their job,” the Turkish Journalists’
Association’s Ankara branch head Esra
Kocak Mayda said as anti-riot police
observed a short distance away. 

Reporters Without Borders’ (RSF)
Turkey representative Erol Onderoglu

called on the government “to provide
clear instructions for state security
forces to end this unacceptable and
unfair treatment before it is too late”.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Edogan’s government comes under
relentless criticism for stifling the

media and political dissent. 
Reporters say their jobs became

even more difficult after the Turkish
police issued a circular in late April
banning the dissemination of images
or audio of officers without their
consent. —AFP

Turkish reporters demand
protection after violent arrest

ISTANBUL: Journalists and protesters hold an image of AFP photographer Bulent Kilic
and signs reading ‘we can’t breathe’ during a demonstration in front of the Governor’s
Mansion in Istanbul, yesterday held to demand protection for journalists. —AFP

Concerns over
Slovenia EU 
presidency 
LJUBLJANA, Slovenia:  Slovenia will tomorrow
take up the EU’s rotating six-month presidency
overshadowed by concerns for media freedom and
the rule of law under its conservative Prime
Minister Janez Jansa. It will be the second time the
Alpine state of two million people heads the 27-
member bloc under Jansa.

But while in 2008, it was celebrated as a mile-
stone since the ex-Yugoslav nation’s independence,
the mandate now could be bumpier. Slovenia’s pres-
idency comes at a sensitive time when the EU dis-
penses money from its unprecedented 750-billion-
euro ($900-billion) rescue fund aimed at helping
member economies recover from the coronavirus
pandemic. Under the slogan “Together. Resilient.
Europe”, the Jansa government says its priorities
include steering the bloc’s economic recovery and
strengthening its resilience to pandemics.

‘European values’ 
Slovenia also wants to “strengthen the rule of law

and European values”, according to the govern-
ment’s websites on the presidency. But that could be
tricky: EU leaders have recently argued over a
Hungarian law banning the “promotion” of homo-

sexuality to minors that is expected to come into
force soon. At a summit last week, EU leaders
attacked Viktor Orban-a close Jansa ally-over the
legislation, which they view as homophobic and
contrary to EU values, while the Hungarian nation-
alist premier argues it protects children. Jansa’s
comments in Brussels on the matter were guarded,
saying he thought it could be resolved without any
“new unnecessary divisions”.

“We have to strengthen the EU, within which our
values and national identities are protected and can
continue to thrive,” Jansa wrote on the presidency
website. Hoping to integrate its Western Balkan
neighbors, Slovenia has planned a summit in
October-the only high-profile event during the six
months. But whether Jansa can be a uniting media-
tor remains to be seen, with critics raising concerns
about his alliances.

Last week, the three-time premier met far-right
Brothers of Italy party leader Giorgia Meloni, just
before he met Orban, as well as Poland’s Mateusz
Morawiecki. In his tweets, Jansa has attacked EU
officials, including European Parliament members
who had expressed their concern over the situa-
tion of democracy and rule of law in Slovenia. “We
owe the EU nothing. We fought for our freedom
and democracy 30 years ago,” the 62-year-old,
whose most recent mandate began in March 2020,
tweeted in May. 

‘Cool’ relations 
Jansa’s numerous spats have led to the “cooling

of relations” between Ljubljana and the European

Commission at a time when the country is under
increased scrutiny because of the presidency, daily
Delo’s columnist Uros Esih wrote recently.

“I believe there will be constant tensions between
the Slovenian presidency, its proposals and the EU
institutions,” the political commentator said. The
government so far has failed to appoint two prose-
cutors to the EU’s new anti-corruption body, leading
its head to criticize Slovenia for its “manifest lack of
sincere cooperation”. “These are the things that
worry us,” French Green MEP Gwendoline Delbos-
Corfield, a European Parliament rapporteur on
Hungary, told AFP, underlining “the closeness of the
Slovenian prime minister and Viktor Orban”. —AFP

BRUSSELS: In this file photo, Slovenia’s Prime Minister
Janez Jansa arrives on the first day of a European
Union (EU) summit at The European Council Building in
Brussels. —AFP

Islamist motive 
‘likely’ in deadly 
German attack
BERLIN: German investigators said yesterday they
suspected an Islamic extremist motive behind a
deadly knife attack by a Somali man, risking reopen-
ing a divisive migration debate during the country’s
general election campaign. Authorities in the state of
Bavaria said evidence was mounting that the sus-
pect, a Somali asylum seeker with a history of men-
tal problems and only temporary permission to

remain in Germany, may have been radicalized.
“The Bavarian Central Office for Extremism and

Terrorism has taken over the probe because an
Islamist motive is likely,” Bavarian state prosecutors
and the state criminal investigations office said in a
statement. The 24-year-old man on Friday went on a
knife rampage in the city of Wuerzburg, stabbing
three women to death and leaving six other people
seriously injured.

The Somali suspect, who arrived in Germany in
2015, struck in the city center, first at a household
goods store before moving on to a bank. He was
cornered by bystanders, then overpowered by
police after they shot him in the thigh.

Investigators found records showing that the man
had been treated at a psychiatric institution, and

police said he was not a known Islamist. However
the Bavarian authorities said a number of factors
made an Islamic extremist motive appear probable.

The German government has been hesitant to
classify the assault as a terror attack and urged the
public to wait until the investigation is complete
before drawing conclusions.

Chancellor Angela Merkel said “what is certain is
that the horrific act is directed at all humanity and
every religion”, her spokesman Steffen Seibert
tweeted on Saturday. However the mass-selling Bild
newspaper accused the government of turning a
blind eye to indications of a radical Islamist motive,
while the conservative broadsheet Frankfurt
Allgemeine Zeitung said Germany needed to “bid
farewell to its illusions” about migration. — AFP


